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Abstract: Recommender systems are widely used online to support users in ﬁnding
relevant information. They can be based on diﬀerent techniques such as content-based
and collaborative ﬁltering. In this paper, we introduce a new way of similarity calculation for item-based collaborative ﬁltering. Thereby we focus on the usage of an
object and not on the object’s users as we claim the hypothesis that similarity of usage
indicates content similarity. To prove this hypothesis we use learning objects accessible
through the MACE portal where students can query several architectural repositories.
For these objects, we generate object proﬁles based on their usage monitored within
MACE. We further propose several recommendation techniques to apply this usagebased similarity calculation in real systems.
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1

Introduction

With more and more information available online it can be diﬃcult to ﬁnd
what one is really looking for, what is interesting in the current circumstances
or what is best to be looked at next. Instead of aimlessly browsing through
large amounts of data by themselves, people often use recommender systems
[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005] to suggest to them what to read, do, buy, watch
or listen to next.
We pick up the approach described in [Friedrich et al. 2009] where we claimed
the hypothesis that usage similarity gives rise to content similarity and can thus
be used for recommendations. Based on this assumption it is possible to recommend an object to a user because its usage context is similar to the usage context
of the object she is currently looking at although the two objects do not have
to have been used together before. In this paper, we describe the approach in
more detail and enhance it by integrating and evaluating further usage-based –
or more precisely usage context-based – object similarity metrics. Furthermore,
we outline several methods of how to use these metrics for recommendation. We
refer to the MACE project1 as a test bed. MACE (Metadata for Architectural
1
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Contents in Europe [Stefaner et al. 2007]) provides graphical metadata-based access to learning resources in architecture, which are connected across repository
boundaries to enable students to ﬁnd relevant information more eﬃciently.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: First we will explain basic
principles of our approach and a deﬁnition of context in section 2, followed by
a presentation of diﬀerent types of recommender systems and an explanation of
where our approach ﬁts in in section 3. In section 4 we will explain the diﬀerent
similarity measures we use and how they are calculated. After describing our
test bed, section 5 deals with the analysis of the collected data and presents our
results. In section 6 we introduce three diﬀerent ways of using our approach for
recommendation. In the conclusion we then close with possible further work.

2

Basic notions: context and paradigmatic relatedness

The understanding of context is fundamental to correctly interpret user interactions and to design suitable system reactions [Vuorikari and Berendt 2009].
However, there is no uniform deﬁnition of the term “context” in the literature
as it depends on the domain and the purpose of the contextualisation what needs
to be considered as context. [Dey 2001] describes the context as any information
that can be used to characterise the situation of entities. With such a broad
notion it becomes clear that a concrete context cannot be exhaustively speciﬁed
without focussing on some selected parameters [Zimmermann 2007].
The notion of context used here is inspired by a notion successfully used in
linguistics, namely by the notion of a word context. In language, words stand in
linear orders. The context of a word W is deﬁned by the words that occur before
and after W. The same word can stand in diﬀerent contexts, and diﬀerent words
can stand in very similar contexts. If two words have very similar contexts, then
they are said to be paradigmatically related [Saussure 1986]. A simple example:
the word “car” can appear in diﬀerent sentences and thus in diﬀerent contexts.
In very many cases it can be replaced by “vehicle”. Therefore, the two words
share a great number of contexts; they are paradigmatically related. It has been
shown that paradigmatically related words are also semantically related. Thus,
paradigmatic relations lead us to semantic relations or, in other words, context
similarity correlates with content relatedness [Heyer et al. 2006].
We take up this insight and form our working hypothesis that it holds true not
only for words but also for arbitrary data objects that usage context similarity
correlates with content relatedness. Before we can test this hypothesis however,
we have to deﬁne contexts of data objects in analogy to word contexts. We do
so with an intermediate step, namely by deﬁning contexts of user actions ﬁrst
and then reducing these to object contexts. To this end, we assume that users’
activities can be described as linear sequences of atomic actions. In analogy to
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the context of a word W, the context of an atomic action A can then be deﬁned
by the actions that were performed before and after A. The actions carried out
before form A’s pre-context; the actions carried out after A form its post-context.
We record user actions (e.g. clicking a hyperlink, adding a tag, downloading
a document) and store them as CAM instances (Contextualized Attention Metadata, [Wolpers et al. 2007]). A CAM instance comprises the user, the accessed
object, the action performed on the object and additional parameters like the
time and the session in which the action occurred – a session comprises all actions occurred during the login and logout of a user. CAM instances of a singular
user have time stamps and can be put in a linear order. For every CAM instance
representing a user action A, a context as deﬁned above comprises the CAM
instances recorded before and after A, but within the same session.
Every CAM instance representing a user action involves a user and a data
object. Instead of taking complete instances into account we can focus exclusively
on the involved data objects. That is, we can reduce actions to the involved
data objects, action sequences to object sequences and action contexts to object
contexts. By this last step we ﬁnally specify the context of an object O by the
objects that have been used before and after O. Like a word W, an object O can
occur in various contexts, and diﬀerent objects can occur in similar contexts. If
they occur in similar contexts, then they are paradigmatically related. According
to our hypothesis, paradigmatically related objects are also semantically related.
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pink house

pink house

red door

orange
house

yellow
house
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Figure 1: Recommendation of an object based on its usage context

Figure 1 illustrates our approach. As the objects red door and blue window
appear in similar contexts, i.e. the objects accessed before respectively after red
door were also accessed before respectively after blue window, namely yellow
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house and pink house, it is likely that they are also related by their content and
are thus in the user’s line of interest. After accessing red door the fourth user gets
the recommendation to access blue window although red door and blue window
have never been accessed within the same session. We will therefore argue that
recommendations can be improved (i) by comparing the current usage history
of a user with the usage history of data objects and (ii) by relating data objects
according to their usage similarity.

3

Recommender systems

In this chapter we will ﬁrst describe existing approaches of object similarity
calculation used in recommender systems to then state where our approach ﬁts in
and in which way it diﬀers from the existing approaches. Recommender systems
deal with the delivery of items selected from a collection that the user is likely
to ﬁnd interesting or useful. Over the last decade a lot of research has been done
on recommender systems and their improvement. The most common approaches
of object similarity calculation used in recommender systems are collaborative
ﬁltering and content-based ﬁltering as well as hybrid approaches which combine
aspects of more than one ﬁltering technique [Candillier et al. 2009].
Content-based systems use the item’s attributes and the user’s preferences
for recommendation. Item proﬁles can be created automatically, e.g. through
keyword extraction for text documents, or manually, e.g. for a database of cars
holding attributes like brand and horsepower. User proﬁles can be built explicitly
by asking the users about their interests or implicitly by a user’s given ratings.
For recommendation the user proﬁles are matched against the item proﬁles and
the most suitable unknown items are recommended. Several systems were developed that use content-based ﬁltering to help users ﬁnd information. PRES
(Personalized REcommender System) [Meteren and Someren 2000] creates dynamic hyperlinks for a web site that contains a collection of advises about doit-yourself home improvement to enable the user to ﬁnd relevant articles more
easily. The items are represented through a set of automatically extracted terms.
Based on the items a user ﬁnds interesting a user model is induced that enables
the ﬁltering system to classify unseen items into a positive or a negative class.
Syskill & Webert [Pazzani et al. 1996] is a software agent that generates user
proﬁles based on explicit feedback. The proﬁle of the current user can then be
used to suggest which links the user would be interested in exploring and also
to construct queries to ﬁnd pages on the World Wide Web that would interest her. However, recommender systems relying on content-based ﬁltering suﬀer
from problems like the new user problem, i.e. user proﬁles ﬁrst have to evolve to
suﬃce for recommendations, and overspecialisation, e.g. a user mainly listening
to heavy metal music hardly gets recommendations for classical music, even if
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she listens to it once in a while. Additionally, it can be time-consuming and
expensive to maintain the item proﬁles.
Systems based on collaborative ﬁltering do not consider the item’s attributes
but make use of user ratings on items that can be explicit (e.g. rate a book with 3
stars) or implicit (e.g. visit a site, listen to a song). These ratings are the basis for
user-based collaborative ﬁltering techniques where an item is suggested to a user
based on ratings of that item by users most similar to her. A prominent example
for such a system is MovieLens2 , which is a movie recommendation website
that works by matching together users with similar opinions about movies. Each
member of the system has a neighbourhood of other like-minded users and the
ratings from these neighbours are used to create personalised recommendations.
Advantages of collaborative ﬁltering are that no item proﬁles need to be created
and cross-genre niches can be identiﬁed. However, the new user problem still
exists and the new item problem, i.e. an item that is rated by a few users only will
not be recommended, is introduced. Additionally, the user-based collaborative
ﬁltering approach makes it necessary to calculate similarities between users on
the ﬂy since changes of user proﬁles need to be considered immediately. This
approach is thus computationally expensive, particularly when the data set or
the number of users is growing.
Hybrid systems are implemented to exert the advantages from more than
one technique while the drawbacks of single techniques can be compensated.
Commonly, hybrid systems combine content-based and collaborative-based techniques, but knowledge-based or demographic-based techniques can for example be integrated as well [Burke 2007]. [Melville et al. 2002] introduced contentboosted collaborative ﬁltering. For each user of a movie recommendation web
site the system tries to predict a rating for every unrated ﬁlm based on the
rating data of similar users. If the conﬁdence value for a prediction is under
a pre-deﬁned threshold, for example due to too little ratings for this movie,
the rating is predicted based on the movie’s textual description and the ratings
the user assigned to movies with similar content. Other approaches to integrate content-based and collaborative ﬁltering are for instance combining the
ratings using a weighting scheme as proposed in [Mobasher et al. 2004] or showing the user the results from both techniques in a combined way as illustrated
in [Smyth and Cotter 2000].
However, the scalability problem of user-based collaborative ﬁltering cannot
be compensated by combining it with other techniques. One approach to handle
this problem is to reduce the data size. This can be done by comparing the
user only to a small group of other users, by using a smaller range of items for
the comparison of users or by ignoring very popular or very unpopular items.
While these approaches might lead to better scaling, they usually worsen the
2
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recommendation quality [Linden et al. 2003].
Item-based collaborative ﬁltering approaches do not compare users but calculate the similarity of items by using the user’s implicit and explicit ratings as a basis for recommendations. As the calculation of the item similarity
table can be done oﬄine, such algorithms are quicker and scale more easily
[Sarwar et al. 2001]. A system relying on this approach is Amazon.com3 where
a product-to-product similarity matrix is used as basis for further calculations.
The similarity of two products relies on the number of similar users the products
share. That is to say, products often bought by the same users, either during
one session or in general, get a higher similarity value than products that do not
share so many users [Linden et al. 2003]. This implies that products that were
never used or rated by the same users, do not get a similarity value.
We adapt the item-based collaborative ﬁltering approach but use a diﬀerent
way of calculating item similarities. For two objects to be deemed similar, their
context of usage needs to be similar. We can therefore recommend object O2 to
a user who previously used O1 based on the fact that O1 and O2 have similar
usage contexts and not on the fact that they were used by the same users.

4

Similarity calculation

In the following, we will describe the notion and generation of usage context
proﬁles. Thereafter, we describe diﬀerent ways to calculate the usage-based object similarity using the usage context proﬁles with an evaluation in the next
chapter.
For every object used we create a usage context proﬁle (UCP) which contains
one usage context for every session in which the object was used. We deﬁne a
usage context of a data object O as consisting of a pre-context and a postcontext. The pre-context is the sequence of objects that were accessed before
O, and the post-context is the sequence of objects that were accessed after O,
within the same session. The sequences of objects are handled as sets or bags of
objects in the following calculations. A session consists of all recorded actions
between a user’s log in and log out event. An object can be used several times
and in diﬀerent contexts. The UCP of an object is the set of its diﬀerent usage
contexts. Within MACE, UCPs can be derived from mere data transformation
and integration of the CAM recordings.
More detailed: for every object, its UCP consists of one or several usage contexts (UC), that is pairs of pre- and post-contexts: {(U C1pre ), (U C1post ), ...,
(U Cnpre ), (U Cnpost )}. Figure 2 shows three sessions of diﬀerent users. Based
on these sessions, a UCP for the learning object Materials.pdf can be generated
which is a set of two usage contexts consisting of the objects that were used before
3
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Figure 2: Learning paths of three diﬀerent users

and after Materials.pdf in session 1 and session 2: {(TechnicalDesign.pdf , LafeeBuilding.jpg), (ConstructionSteel.doc, EiﬀelTower .jpg), (TechnicalDesign.pdf ),
(Glasses.pdf , ConstructionSteel.doc)}.
One way to calculate a similarity of two UCPs is to consider the pair-wise
similarity of their respective usage contexts. The similarity of two usage contexts
arises from similarities of the associated pre- and post-contexts. When pre- and
post-contexts are handled as sets, the similarity between a pair of pre- or postcontexts is calculated using the Jaccard similarity measure [Matsumoto 2003],
i.e. the ratio of the cardinality of their intersection and the cardinality of their
union:
|∩ (U C1pre , U C2pre )|
|∪ (U C pre , U C2pre )|
  1post

∩ U C

, U C2post 
post
post 
1

simP ostU Cset U C1 , U C2
=  
∪ U C post , U C post 
1
2
simP reU Cset (U C1pre , U C2pre ) =

(1)
(2)

When pre- and post-contexts are handled as bags, i.e. they are represented
as vectors, the similarity is calculated using the cosine similarity between the
two vectors. This approach diﬀers from the set-based approach in that extend
that it is taken into account whether an object is accessed more than once in a
pre- respectively post-context when calculating the context similarity:
simP reU Cbag (U C1pre , U C2pre ) =

U C1pre · U C2pre
U C1pre  U C2pre 



U C1post · U C2post


simP ostU Cbag U C1post , U C2post = 
U C post  U C post 
1
2

(3)
(4)

The cosine similarity always takes a value between 0 and 1. The higher the
value the higher is the similarity between the respective objects. The similarity
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of two usage contexts – pre-/post-context pairs – is deﬁned as the arithmetic
mean of the pre- and the post-context similarities:
simU C (U C1 , U C2 ) =



simP reU C (U C1pre , U C2pre ) + simP ostU C U C1post , U C2post
(5)
2
The similarity of two UCPs U CP1 and U CP2 can be deﬁned as the arithmetic
mean (cf. formula (6)) of the summarised pair-wise usage context similarities or
as the median (cf. formula (7)) of these context similarities. The median is a
measure that separates a frequency distribution into two equal halves. Moreover, it marks the value from which all other values of the distribution, when
summarised, deviate in a minimum. The arithmetic mean and the median therefore have diﬀerent characteristics. It is especially in asymmetric distributions
that a median holds signiﬁcance.

simU CParithMean (U CP1 , U CP2 ) =

simU CPmedian (U CP1 , U CP2 ) =

simU C (X, Y )

X,Y ∈UCP1 ×UCP2

(6)

|U CP1 × U CP2 |

⎧
⎨simU C n+1 ,

n odd

2

⎩ 1 simU C n + simU C n+1 , n even
2
2

(7)

2

where (simU C1 , ..., simU Cn ) is the sorted set of pair-wise UC similarities of the
usage contexts contained in U CP1 and U CP2 .
The median is more stable towards outliers than the arithmetic mean. However, when the median is applied, the context similarity between two objects often becomes null even when there are UC similarities holding a higher similarity
value. Chapter 5.1 discussed to what extend this is an advantege or disadvantege.
To demonstrate these deﬁnitions in more detail, the following formulas (i.e.
(8), (9) and (10)) show the context similarity calculation of the learning objects
Materials.pdf and InnovativeMaterial.doc based on the three example sessions of
Figure 2. As there are no objects that were accessed more than once in a session,
there is no diﬀerence between the set and the bag approach when calculating
the similarities between the pre- and post-contexts respectively.
1
3

 1
simP ostU C U C1post , U C3post =
3
1
simU C (U C1 , U C3 ) =
3
simP reU C (U C1pre , U C3pre ) =

(8)
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1
2
 1

simP ostU C U C2post , U C3post =
3
5
simU C (U C2 , U C3 ) =
12
simP reU C (U C2pre , U C3pre ) =

(9)

9
24
= 0, 375 (10)

simU CParithMean (U CPMaterials.pdf , U CPInnovativeMaterial.pdf ) =

The UCP of Materials.pdf comprises the usage contexts U C1 and U C2 ,
which are derived from session 1 and session 2, the UCP of InnovativeMaterial.doc holds only the usage context U C3 which is derived from session 3.
Therefore, the similarity calculation of Materials.pdf and InnovativeMaterial.doc
using the arithmetic mean of the usage context similarities simU C (U C1 , U C3 )
and simU C (U C2 , U C3 ) results in a context similarity value of 0.375. The similarity calculation of Materials.pdf and InnovativeMaterial.doc using the median
of the respective usage-based similarities also results in a similarity value of 0.375
since we only have two similarity values which are averaged according to formula
(7).

5

Analysis

In the following we ﬁrst introduce the test bed for our experiments, namely the
MACE project, to then describe the calculation of the similarity values between
learning objects derived from the MACE repository based on their semantic
metadata which serve as tentative ‘gold standard’. Thereafter, we illustrate the
evaluation of our hypothesis that usage-based similarity gives rise to content
similarity by calculating the correlation between semantic metadata-based and
usage-based object similarity. Finally, we present the results of the manual comparison of content-based and usage-based similarity.
5.1

MACE as test bed

MACE (Metadata for Architectural Contents in Europe) is a European project
where digital learning resources about architecture, stored in various repositories, are related with each other across repository boundaries to enable new and
powerful ways of ﬁnding relevant information. Therefore, the metadata representations of the learning objects are stored on a central server. The representations
base on the MACE application proﬁle which in turn is based on the Learning
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Object Metadata (LOM) standard [IEEE LOM Standard]. The MACE application proﬁle comprises several categories that are used to specify learning objects
in more detail, such as the general category where basic information about a
learning object is stored and the annotation category where comments about
a learning object’s usefulness for education and the comments’ origins can be
stored.
While interacting with the MACE portal, users are monitored and their activities are recorded as CAM instances. Captured and for our calculation considered actions comprise downloading an object, viewing metadata of an object,
and metadata provision activities like tagging. We use the CAM recordings to
derive UCPs of respective MACE objects. In the long term, we aim to improve
the system by recommending objects to the user for her current context based
on her usage history and the UCPs of the MACE objects.
At the time of our data collection there were 1686 active users within the
MACE test bed. 430 of these users had registered MACE accounts, the other 1256
users logged in as guests. We identiﬁed 4396 sessions – 3130 sessions of registered
users and 1266 sessions of guests. In total, 13525 learning objects were accessed:
84.5% of them were accessed by registered users only, 5.6% by guests only and
9.9% by both groups. As the number of objects accessed by guests was very low
and their average session length was only 2.34 accessed learning objects, we only
analysed the sessions of registered users. These sessions had an average length
of 13.67 accessed learning objects per session. All together we considered 12285
learning objects in the further calculations with each of these objects occurring
on average in 3.35 sessions.
5.2

Semantic metadata-based object similarity

We use the LOM instances stored in the MACE repository to calculate the
similarity between objects based on their semantic metadata. To calculate the
similarity of two learning objects based on their semantic metadata, we consider
the following assortment of available information: the English titles and descriptions, the repository the learning object is derived from, the learning resource
types the learning object holds as well as the free text tags, classiﬁcations and
competences the learning object is tagged with. 95% of the learning objects hold
English titles and descriptions. By reason that every learning object is derived
from a repository, each learning object holds a value for this attribute. 65% of
the considered learning objects hold learning resource types like “narrative text”
or “ﬁgure” with 1.25 learning resource types per learning object on average. 48%
of the learning objects hold free text tags assigned by logged in users, where each
tagged object holds on average about 8 tags. MACE also oﬀers the possibility of
editing advanced parts of the metadata to domain experts, namely classiﬁcations
and competences, each of them being deﬁned by a controlled vocabulary. The
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classiﬁcation vocabulary is a taxonomy consisting of 2884 terms. The competence
vocabulary contains 107 terms to describe the suitability of learning objects for
the acquisition of special competences, e.g. ‘Knowledge of internal environment
control’ and ‘Understanding interaction between technical and environmental
issues’. 39% of the considered learning objects already have classiﬁcations, with
each object containing an average of 2.5 classiﬁcation terms. Finally, 26% of the
considered learning objects are already assigned with competences, where each
of them contains an average of 6 competence terms.
Before calculating the semantic metadata similarity, the titles and descriptions are pre-processed: after removing stop words from the free text values
(titles, descriptions, tags) the remaining words undergo a stemming using the
Snowball Stemmer [Porter 1980]. To compare the learning objects document vectors describing the learning objects are generated and the similarity is calculated
using the cosine similarity, i.e. measuring the similarity between two vectors by
calculating the cosine of the angle between them:
cos (θ) =

X ·Y
X Y 

(11)

where X is the vector of object O1 and Y the vector of object O2 . The cosine
similarity always takes a value between 0 and 1, with a higher value standing
for a higher similarity.
5.3 Correlation of semantic metadata-based and usage-based object
similarity
To prove our hypothesis that usage-based similarity indicates content similarity,
we use the metadata of the learning objects as shallow content representations
as described in chapter 5.2 and calculate the Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient
[Pearson 1907] between the semantic metadata-based and the usage-based similarity distribution with the following formula:
rxy =

n
i=1 (xi
n
i=1 (xi

− x)(yi − y)

− x)2 ·

n
i=1 (yi

− y)2

(12)

where X is the set containing all usage-based similarities with x as mean value
and Y is the set containing all metadata similarities with y as mean value.
As described in chapter 4, there are diﬀerent methods to calculate the usagebased similarity. Pre- and post-context similarities can be calculated by using
the Jaccard Coeﬃcient when the pre- and post-contexts are handled as sets
(cf. formulas (1) and (2)), or by using the cosine similarity when the pre- and
post-contexts are handled as bags (cf. formulas (3) and (4)). Furthermore, the
similarity between UCPs can be calculated by using the arithmetic mean (cf.
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formula (6)) of the pair-wise UC similarities or by using the median (cf. formula
(7)) of these similarities.
As shown in Table 1, the usage of the median for similarity calculation lowers
the correlation between usage-based and semantic metadata-based similarity.
This is due to the fact that the median often becomes null even when some UCs
of the compared UCPs hold a higher similarity value.
set bag
arithmetic mean 0.32 0.35
median 0.2 0.25
Table 1: Correlation values between semantic metadata-based and usage-based
similarity using diﬀerent methods to calculate the usage-based similarity

When comparing the usage of the Jaccard coeﬃcient (i.e. set) with the cosine
similarity (i.e. bag), the cosine similarity results in a slightly better result. This
leads to the assumption that when students access an object more than once in
one session, this is a characteristic of the context that needs to be considered for
similarity calculation.
In general terms a correlation coeﬃcient between 0.1 and 0.3 is described as
low [Faller and Lang 2006]. As the median calculations do not seem to be a valid
approach because of the tendency to bias the results, it is more promising to look
at the mean values. The resulting coeﬃcient can be described as medium and
as we regard a large sample of objects, the coeﬃcient can said to be representative although no separate tests for bivariate normality have been undertaken
[Bortz 1993]. Moreover, because of the big sample size all correlations are significant on the 5%-level (p=.05).
A further important point is the fact that the considered metadata can only
be interpreted as a shallow content representation. The resulting similarity values serve as a tentative ‘gold standard’ for evaluating the usage-based approach,
even though we are aware of the fact that the metadata suﬀer from the sparsity
problem. Because of this it is possible that the correlation between semantic
metadata-based similarity and usage-based similarity represents a lower bound
for the real correlation between content and usage context. Therefore, it then
makes sense to manually compare a chosen subset of learning objects. If the semantic metadata-based similarity does not suﬃciently represent the content, we
assume to ﬁnd a higher congruence between semantic metadata-based similarity
and usage-based similarity. In the next section we follow this path by comparing
the 100 learning object pairs with the highest usage-based similarity.
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5.4 Manual comparison of content-based and usage-based object
similarity
Since the manual proof for content similarity does not produce an explicit similarity value that can be compared to other content similarity values, we focused
on ﬁnding the content overlap of two learning objects. Therefore, we accessed
the content of the learning object pairs directly and compared them with each
other. We found that 92% of the considered learning object pairs showed similarities, 4% were not accessible due to permission rights and only 4% showed no
similarity at all.
Many of the checked learning object pairs showed content similarities that
were not entailed in the metadata: for example, text documents which handle
the same topic such as ‘risk factor analysis’, ‘low energy construction’, ‘music
and architecture’ or ‘ﬁre safety’ or learning object pairs where one of them was
an exercise and the other one showed a text about the same topic. In one case we
found a pair where both objects refer to a website about graphical algorithms.
One of these websites provides the opportunity to browse and see examples of
shape generating algorithms (including pictures), while the other one provides
the possibility to create and test such kind of algorithms. Some of the learning object pairs refer to diﬀerent web pages of the same domain. For instance,
both objects refer to diﬀerent entries of the ArchiplanetWiki4 and show similar
buildings. The similarity of these buildings is expressed by diﬀerent attributes
like similar construction date, architectural style, building type (e.g. commercial
buildings like banks) or the construction system containing the building material. Even though the MACE application proﬁle oﬀers the possibility to store
such information, they were not contained in the metadata. Another category
of content similarity is about picture similarity. Thus we discovered documents
showing similar pictures, e.g. photos, sketches or models of the same building
or construction activity like panel cladding. Furthermore, we could also identify learning object pairs containing a geographical similarity of the displayed
content, e.g. pairs which represent websites containing pictures or articles of
diﬀerent historical buildings in the same town.
In many cases these content similarities are not entailed in the learning object’s metadata but can be detected by the user due to her prior knowledge
(e.g. knowing that two buildings were designed by the same architect). As this
shows that usage similarities can hint at content similarities that have not been
considered so far and enable the system to use user knowledge to enhance the
recommendation without forcing the users to explicitly share it, we see it as a
motivation to continue on this track.
4

http://www.archiplanet.org/wiki/Main Page
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Usage context proﬁles for recommendations

In the previous sections we ﬁrst described how usage context proﬁles (UCPs) are
generated and then evaluated in what way they can give rise to content similarity.
In this chapter we will outline how the UCPs can be used to recommend objects,
we will therefore describe the three methods that seem most promising to us.
6.1

Ranking objects according to their context similarity

The most obvious approach is to recommend learning objects that have similar
UCPs to the UCPs of the objects used in the actual session. Therefore, ﬁrst the
similarities between the objects of the actual session and the not yet used objects
are calculated. Then, for each not yet used object, the arithmetic mean of all
similarity values this object holds is computed. The objects are then sorted by
their similarity and the results with the highest similarity values are shown to
the user.

Scraper.pdf

Stone.doc

Ceramic.jpg

Clay.pdf
Metal.doc

Vehicles.pdf

Trucks.doc

Plastics.pdf

Wood.doc

Trucks.doc

Assembly.pdf

Backhoe.jpg

Backhoe.jpg

Grounds.doc

Clay.pdf

Stone.doc

Tampa.doc

Scraper.doc

Scraper.doc

Ceramic.jpg

Backhoe.jpg
Assembly.pdf

Metal.doc

Production.pdf

Scraper.doc

Clay.pdf

Grounds.doc

Stone.doc

Loader.jpg

Ceramic.jpg

Figure 3: UCPs for the objects Clay.pdf, Scraper.doc, Assembly.pdf and
Stone.doc

Exemplarily, the UCPs of the learning objects Clay.pdf, Scraper.doc, Assembly.pdf and Stone.doc are illustrated in Figure 3. Let’s further assume a user
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looked at the learning objects Clay.pdf and Scraper.doc in the actual session, as
illustrated in Figure 4.

Clay.pdf

Scraper.doc

?

Figure 4: Session of a user

To decide what learning object(s) to recommend, the similarities between the
objects that can be recommended and the objects of the actual session must be
calculated based on their UCPs.
SimU CP (U CPClay.pdf , U CPAssembly.pdf ) = 0, 1042
SimU CP (U CPClay.pdf , U CPStone.doc ) = 0, 25
SimU CP (U CPScraper.doc , U CPAssembly.pdf ) = 0, 1528

(13)

SimU CP (U CPScraper.doc , U CPStone.doc ) = 0, 0556
These calculations result in the following similarity weights with AC representing the objects of the actual session:
SimU CP (AC, U CPAssembly.pdf ) = 0, 1285
SimU CP (AC, U CPStone.doc ) = 0, 1528

(14)

Since the similarity of Stone.doc’s UCP to AC is a little bit higher than
the similarity of Assembly.pdf ’s UCP to AC, Stone.doc gets recommended ﬁrst.
However, using this approach the similarities are quite near each other.
An extension of this approach is to rank the objects also according to the
position of the objects they are similar with. That is to say, objects similar to the
actual object of the session get ranked higher than, for example, objects similar
to the ﬁrst object of the session. To achieve this ranking, the similarity weights
are multiplied with a factor that states the position of the object in the actual
session they are similar with.
6.2

Actual session as pre-context of the object to be recommended

Another approach is to compare a user’s
contexts of all other learning objects and
highly similar pre-contexts. The basic idea
the actual session together constitute one
to be recommended.

current usage history with the prerecommend those objects that have
of this approach is that all objects of
pre-context of the object that needs
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In respect to the previous section, the actual session (AC) that comprises
the learning objects Clay.pdf and Scraper.doc is compared to the pre-contexts
of Assembly.pdf and Stone.doc.
1
3

pre
simP reU C AC, U CAssembly.pdf

1

=

pre
simP reU C AC, U CAssembly.pdf

2

=0

(15)

pre
simP reU C (AC, U CStone.doc
1) = 1

The overall similarity of the learning objects and the actual session is calculated by using the arithmetic mean.

pre
simP reU C AC, U CAssembly.pdf

simP reU C

pre
)
(AC, U CStone.doc

=

1
3

+0
1
=
2
6

(16)

=1

Assembly.pdf comprises two usage contexts from which only one pre-context
contains an object of the actual session, Stone.doc comprises one usage context
whose pre-context contains all objects of the actual session. Therefore, Stone.doc
is assumed to be more similar to the actual context and gets recommended ﬁrst.
If more than one pre-context of a learning object holds objects of the actual
session, the overall similarity of the learning object and the actual session can
also be calculated using the median or by choosing the highest similarity weight.
6.3

Search queries holding UCPs

The last approach is to also generate UCPs for search query terms and use them
for the ranking of search results. When a user enters a query term, the precontexts of that query term are compared to the user’s current usage history.
Objects from the query term’s post-contexts whose corresponding pre-contexts
are similar to the user’s usage history are ranked higher in the list of search
results.
Exemplarily, the UCP of the query “Smith” is illustrated in Figure 5. “Smith”
is a highly common name. In the MACE system a lot of buildings and sculptures
are created or built by persons with this surname but “Smith” can also be part
of a name of a structure, e.g. in “Smith Private Airport” or in “Smiths Grove
Presbyterian Church”. Here, we can distinguish between sessions in which a user
was interested in the work of “Tony Smith”, an architect, sculptor and noted
theorist on art, and sessions in which users looked at buildings from “Adrian
Smith”, one of the most recognised architects in the world who designed notable
super-tall skyscrapers.
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Geometry.pdf
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RowesWharf.
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„Smith“

PearlRiver
Tower.pdf
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pdf

MatthewMarks
Gallery.pdf

CanaryWharf.
jpg

JubileePark
Pavilion.pdf

NBCTower.jpg

OlympiaCentre.
jpg

BurjKhalifa.jpg

Figure 5: UCP for search query “Smith”

As example, if a user looks at the learning object JinMaoTower.jpg and then
searches for “Smith” as depicted in ﬁgure 6, the system assumes that the user
is interested in the same “Smith” that is meant in the UCP given in ﬁgure 5
and is therefore interested in the same learning objects as the user of the last
shown usage context of ﬁgure 5. Therefore, the learning objects NBCTower.jpg,
OlympiaCentre.jpg and BurjKhalifa.jpg will be ranked higher when the recommendations are computed for the user of ﬁgure 6’s query.
JinMaoTower
.jpg

query: „Smith“

?

Figure 6: Session of a user containing a query

This approach can also deal with diﬀerent competences of students which
are assumed to be implicitly given by the objects a user looked at in the actual
session. An advanced student searching for “construction sky scraper” might
be looking for other learning material than a beginner. However, since the precontexts of their sessions most probably hold diﬀerent learning objects, they are
not assumed to be similar even when searching for the same query terms and
the system will recommend diﬀerent learning objects.

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we introduced a new idea for recommending learning objects based
on their usage contexts. The hypothesis behind our approach that usage contextbased similarity is an indication of content similarity was supported by our
results. This motivates us to further develop this approach.
First, we aim at improving the quality of the usage-based similarity calculation. Currently, we do not consider the length of usage contexts which most
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probably will inﬂuence the usage-based similarity. A pair sharing 3 of 4 occurring objects could be deemed less similar than a pair sharing 6 out of 8 objects
although they both have a similarity of 0.75. Additionally, short usage contexts
could miss the relevant objects and therefore display a tendency towards low
similarities. Therefore, longer usage contexts could be weighed higher. Another
approach would be to only consider a set number of objects before and after
the object currently in use, since objects that are more distant from the actual
object might be less signiﬁcant for its usage context description. Thereby, the
optimal count of objects for pre- and post-context needs to be ﬁgured out in
experiments and might diﬀer depending on the domain. Additionally, the order
of the learning objects could be taken into account when calculating the usagebased similarities. This might improve the similarity calculations but requires a
huge dataset containing user sessions. In contrast to this approach, it is also possible to give up the distinction between pre- and post-context and just consider
the ’whole context’. This might improve recommendations in sessions where for
example a student views learning objects about buildings built from a special
architect or located in the same area, but it might worsen the recommendations
when learning objects build upon each other. Furthermore, we could distinguish
between diﬀerent actions carried out on the objects. Currently we handle all actions just as ‘accesss’ and do not diﬀerentiate between, for example, just viewing
a document or changing its metadata. To enable a better comparison of content
and metadata similarity, we will in the next steps base the content similarity not
only on the objects’ metadata but also use the textual content of the objects.
Thereafter, we aim at including our ﬁndings into the MACE project to thus
enable a large scale evaluation with real users.
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